
THE MOST MEMORABLE EVENT DURING MY OJT

The most memorable event during my practicum Answer The most memorable event or from CBA at University of La
OJT is still widely in use today .

My successes are when my Supervisor told me to create a database in every landowner in different land area in
Northern area and make a list of those information in matrix in excel so that it is easy for me to identify those
landowner with their specific information. In the training suites we were assigned to re image 10 PC and
replace cables plug in to it like the mouse, keyboard and the headsets. And it was really helpful. I was assigned
at the Recruitment Department of the company. Reflect upon your experience including what you have
learned. I can feel the motivation within myself and to others. What would you recommend that you do to
improve your performance? I use to learn lot of things not just only IT related but also I do explore other field
of works and its one of advantages that I may gain from the company. Describe the structure, methods of
operation and facilities within your department or functional area. Answer: My experience with the people
around me was a great feeling because they treat me as they co-employee. I encountered sometimes problems
on connecting and my most ever effective way is to restart may device ; after that it get's back to normal. I was
assigned in Technical Data Gathering Department were it located in Survey section and they are responsible in
encoding of all the informations and handling the technical problems with their company. What content from
your coursework did you apply to your experience? They know you are learning. Name at least 3 examples. I
have to rush everything, I have to multi task so that I have to finish the tasked and thankfully I did finish it
correctly and my supervisor is satisfied with the result of the task given to me. Reflect upon your experience
including what you have learned. And for the researching there are task that requires researching of the terms
to be use. What courses did you find most helpful? In that way a trainee that they may develop from there
company is possibly become more productive in that organization. In that way you may develop yourself
confidence. And how did you address these challenges? What courses did you find most helpful? And i will
never forget our Boss Mr. So my boss get angry and I was so ashamed with her. We started the task at 3 and I
have to finish by 5 PM since I have a class after. My experiences with the people around me is that I gain my
friendly attitude. In my coursework I was able to apply my knowledge in troubleshooting, networking and
researching. Answer: The area where I was assigned is nice. How does your position fit into the Department?
In my department they do the survey and handling technical problems in the company by using in an innovate
way. My advice to those who will take their practicum in the near future is that do their best during their
practicum and be responsible enough with their responsibility as a practicum. Describe the structure, methods
of operation and facilities within your department or functional area. What would you recommend that you do
to improve your performance? How does your position fit into the Department? And my objective is to
provide a fast assistance and satisfaction to users. Always smile and let them see that you are capable in their
company as an OJT trainee or as an Intern. How does your position fit into the Department?


